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Up next on ATETV, computer networks, collections of interconnected computers and mobile devices, are critical to all aspects of today's world. And with that comes many career opportunities.

Carmen Fey is a network senior advisor at Dell Computers where every day is a new challenge for her as she helps businesses solve problems and run more efficiently using computer and network technologies.

My name is Carmon Fey. I work for Dell as a network senior advisor. My job is as an advisor is basically work with the clients as a consultant to choose technologies for them, put together designs and implementation so they can make their job more efficient. We provide services for different industries, medical, manufacturing, financial and we basically apply technologies to all those different industries. We have to make their business more efficient most of the times. For that you need new technologies, you need automation you need digital systems. That's what we do so that the customer doesn't have to be worried about how they work and we just deliver that as a service for them.

What I do is basically choose switches, routers, type of wires. I work with carriers to integrate all those services and put together a network that can connect services from an end user all the way to a datacenter. The challenge is the complexity of the solutions and how do you put together solutions and integrate those for the clients?

Many times we have to spend some time at the client locations understanding their business, working with partners and other providers. Some of the times I have to spend hours on the phone coordinating a project perhaps, a transition. There's a lot of coordination with multiple organizations.

We have to also coordinate work with our teams here but most of the times it's the customer locations.

Everything looks good.

Yeah.

Alright, take care.

Thank you.

My days are never the same. Sometimes I have to be in meetings for the customers. Sometimes I spend time with the vendors. Sometimes I'm actually configuring devices myself, which makes it more interesting, I think, as part of the job.
In Dell the technology and related careers are endless. We have from technician's positions to sales engineers, developers, software developers, network engineers, product developers for network. If you like what you do you're going to reflect in your job.

My advice to everybody is just choose something that you really like.

For more information on anything you've seen today, explore our website at ATETV.org.

Thanks for watching.